
100% SOLUTION DYED POLYESTER

BOAT COVERS    |    BIMINIS    |    SPRAY DODGERS    |    UMBRELLAS



A VERSATILE & LIGHTWEIGHT FABRIC DESIGNED
FOR MARINE & OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS.

Jetty is engineered with 100% solution dyed polyester. The lightweight construction is ideal for fitted covers that 
need to be removed and stowed on a regular basis.

Jetty is available in two finishes. Standard Jetty features an impervious waterproof backing and is ideal for countless 
applications including marine covers, outdoor umbrellas and general-purpose applications. Jetty Plus includes a soft, 
non-woven backing to avoid rub marks when the cover is subject to wind-flap and movement.

UV STABILISED
Jetty fabrics are UV stabilised which prevents them from fading under intense UV rays. It also increases 
the textiles’ longevity and ensures easy cleaning.

HIGH ABRASION RESISTANCE
Jetty fabrics have a high abrasion resistance, meaning the fabric can withstand the wearing down or      
rubbing away by means of friction.

EXCELLENT STRENGTH TO WEIGHT RATIO
The strength to weight ratio of a given textile is the strength of the textile divided by the mass.

MOULD & MILDEW RESISTANT
Jetty fabrics have been finished with a treatment that provides ease of maintenance by inhibiting mould 
and mildew growth. It also improves the textiles’ longevity and makes for easy cleaning.

PRINTABLE
Sturdy enough to flow through a printer, Jetty is a printable fabric which can be beneficial for commercial 
applications. (Not including Jetty Plus).

5-YEAR UV WARRANTY
Jetty fabrics are supported with a 5-year warranty. Comprehensive care details are available from Ricky 
Richards by request.

WATERPROOF
Jetty fabrics are coated with a waterproof finish.
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Jetty is engineered with 100% solution-dyed polyester. The lightweight construction is ideal for fitted covers that need to 
be removed and stowed on a regular basis. Standard Jetty features an impervious waterproof backing.

Jetty Plus includes a soft, non-woven backing and is available in Black, Charcoal and Navy Blue colours.
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Information contained in this brochure is accurate and based on the latest product information available at the time. 
Please be aware that a slight colour difference may occur when using different online devices or when printed.

While Ricky Richards (Sales) P/L makes all efforts to provide accurate information, 
we maintain the right to make changes as necessary.   


